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This lecture is based onProblem 31. and part of
solutions given by Tulaya Limpiti. Perform diffusion
smoothing on the cortical thickness on unit sphereS2

using Delaunay triangulation.

1. Review on Spherical Laplacian.Let X be the pa-
rameterization ofS2 via

x = sin θ cosψ, y = sin θ sinψ, z = cos θ.

Note thatX : D → S2 where (θ, ψ) ∈ D =
[0, 2π]⊗ [0, π].

[a, b,r] =cart2sph(Scoord(1,:),...
Scoord(2,:),Scoord(3,:));
theta=a+pi; psi=pi/2-b;
figure;trimesh(Ptri,theta,psi,...
thickness);colorbar

Make sure you are diffusing signal onS2 not on pa-
rameter spaceD. We derived the spherical Lapla-
cian to be
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Then we need to solve∂tf = ∆S2f with given data
f(p, 0) = g(p). In order to estimate the derivatives,
we need to find out the connectivity information.

%maximum degree computation
n_points=40962
n_tri=81844
degree=zeros(n_points,1);
for j=1:n_tri

degree(DT(j,:))=degree(DT(j,:))+1;
end
max_degree=max(degree)

%finding connectivity
nbr=zeros(n_points,max_degree);
for i_tri=1:n_tri

Figure 1: Top left: Cortical thickness measurements on
S2. Top right: Parameter spaceD. Bottom: kernel
smoothing withσ = 0.01,m = 5.

for j=1:3
cur_point = DT(i_tri,j);
for k=1:3

if (j ˜= k)
nbr_point= DT(i_tri,k);

if find(nbr(cur_point,:)==nbr_point);
else

n_nbr = min(find(...
nbr(cur_point,:) == 0));

nbr(cur_point,n_nbr) = nbr_point;
end;

end;
end;

end;
end;

It takes about 15 seconds to run the above codes in
the Pentium M machine.

2. Least squares estimation of Laplacian.This ap-
proach is an improvement over my previous method
(Chung, 2001). In the previous method, the
Laplace-Beltrami operator was estimated on the



manifolds directly which was influenced by the nor-
mal vector estimation. In this parameterization ap-
proach, there is no need to estimate the normal vec-
tor to the tangent space.

To speed up the least squares estimation, we use
backslash or matrix left division\ in MATLAB. It
computes the generalized inverse by Gaussian elim-
ination. It is faster thanpinv . For given dataY ,
we fit

Y = β1δθ + β2δψ + β3δθ
2 + β4δθδψ + β5δψ
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at each point(θ, ψ). Then∂θY = β1 + 2β3δθ +
β4δψ, ∂2

θY = 2β3 and ∂2
ψY = 2β5. How-

ever, derivative estimation is extremely sensitive to
noise. So we have to smooth noise observationY
first. So that we are fitting

Kσ ∗Y = β1δθ+β2δψ+β3δθ
2+β4δθδψ+β5δψ
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for small σ. Parameters can be estimated via the
following codes

beta=zeros(n_points,5);
for i=1:n_points

n_nbr = max(find(nbr(i,:)˜=0));
nbr_list=nbr(i,1:n_nbr);
coord_nbr=[theta(nbr_list);...
psi(nbr_list)] -kron(ones...
(1,n_nbr),[theta(i) ;psi(i)]);
thick_nbr=thickness(nbr_list)...
-ones(n_nbr,1)*thickness(i);
x = coord_nbr(1,:)’;
y = coord_nbr(2,:)’;
% X : design matrix
X=[x, y, x.ˆ2, x.*y, y.ˆ2];
beta=(X\thick_nbr)’;

end;

3. Barycentric coordinates.Parameterization gives an
automatic way of estimating the Laplacian and in
turn it can be used to set up diffusion smoothing.
However, in a very complex manifold, simple pa-
rameterization may not be given. In that situation,
we show how to solve a diffusion equation using
the finite element method (FEM). LetNT be the
number of triangles in the triangular meshS that is
the discrete estimation of true surface∂Ω. We seek
an approximate solutionFi in triangleTi such that
the solutionFi(x, t) is continuous across neighbor-
ing triangles. The approximate solutionF for the
whole region is then

F (x, t) .=
NT∑

i=1

Fi(x, t).

A slightly different formulation of FEM for the sur-
face flattening problem is given in Angenentet al..
Let pi1 , pi2 , pi3 be the vertices of elementTi. In Ti,
we interpolateFi linearly by

Fi(x, t) =
3∑

j=1

ξij (x)F (pij , t),

where nonnegativeξik are given by thebarycen-
tric coordinates. In the barycentric coordinates, any
point x ∈ Ti is uniquely determined by two condi-
tions:

x =
3∑

k=1

ξik(x)pik ,
3∑

k=1

ξik(x) = 1.

If x ∈ Ti, we letξik = 0. Note that0 ≤ ξik ≤ 1.
Let G be an arbitrary piecewise linear function on
S. Then it can be uniquely written as

G(x) =
NT∑

i=1

ξi1(x)Gi1 + ξi2(x)Gi2 + ξi3(x)Gi3 ,

whereGik = G(pik) are the values of functionG
evaluated at vertexpik of Ti.

Problem 42.Give geometric meaning to the barycen-
tric coordinates. Given a triangleT with verticesp1 =
(0, 0), p2(1, 0), p3 = (0, 1) with observationsf(pi) =
i2, interpolatef(p) for any p ∈ T via the barycentric
coordinates. Plot your interpolation inMATLAB. It may
be useful to usecountour command.
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